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By Les Feast

BalboaPressAU. Paperback. Condition: New. 212 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.5in.This book
is a combination of years of channeled Messages from God, Archangel Michael and other Divine
Angels to assist Humanity fi nd love and peace in this lifes journey. It uses stories to help the reader
gain insights to their own journey using drama and humor to bring the messages home. Finally, the
book concludes with divine revelations for the future of humanity. It is a must read and will
challenge some of you with its insights but know as you do read it, you will be fill with inspiration
and love from the source of all that is! May your journey be blessed. 12 Laws of Life and Manifesting
Inner Wealth, meditation Cd The above works by Les Feast Author and Spiritual Teacher are offered
to seekers of light to bring balance back into their lifes journey from our inner source of power. It
will help you move from the negative aspects of your life into the positive, dealing with and opening
the introspection into: Competition to cooperation Conflict to loving, healthy relationships
Aloneness to all oneness Controlling others to acceptance Greed and exploiting practices to
serving...
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ReviewsReviews

This pdf is so gripping and exciting. It can be full of knowledge and wisdom I am just effortlessly could get a enjoyment of reading a published pdf.
-- Henri Gutkowski-- Henri Gutkowski

This ebook is definitely not straightforward to begin on studying but quite fun to read. It is one of the most awesome book i actually have go through.
Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Nelda Trantow I-- Nelda Trantow I
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